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New year brings new look for Schifir'Hall
JESS KOEPL

Staff Writer

SCHIFF HALL (top) after
the it received
reconstructive surguxy
this summer.
Residential Programs
spent $700,000 on the
project.
TWO FRESHMAN (right)
cook in the remodeled
kitchen in Schiff Hall. In
addition to the kitchen,
students may take
advantage of the new
library and computer lab.

Schiff Residence Hall, the Outdoors Adventures Hail, received a
facelift last summer. The 75-person,
co-ed hall was renovated over the
summer as part of Residential Programs' plan to update a new hall
each year.
Some of "the major differences
are on the first floor, where they've
added new rooms and a kitchen,"
said sophomore David Nieglos, a
second-year resident of Schiff.
The rooms on the first floor were
equipped with handicap access, including special showers in each of
the seven rooms on that floor. To
make space for the extra rooms, the
builders had to use part of Schiff's
lounge area.
Said Nieglos, "I like everything
better except for the decreased space
in the lobby." Leah Shlachter, a
sophomore who lives in the Outhaus
this year, who echoed Nieglos' response, saying, "I really like what
they did to the rooms, . . .but the
lounges are too cramped... There's
not as much character now."
Other changes brought about by

the $700,000 renovation include
new carpet in the halls, and new tiles
on the floors, which, according to
sophomore Joel Baldwin, are "too
white—you have to put something
on the floors or you'll go blind!"

—PaJI1obertsoii
One major change is the switch
from six-person suites to doubleoccupancy rooms.
Shane Daetwiler, Associate Director for Residential Programs, said
the change was made because "the
setup wasn't conducive to studying
and learning." Nieglos added that
"six guys sleeping in one room leads
to some god-awful smells in the
morning."
Paul Robertson, who coordinated
the renovation along with changes
made in the Wheelock Student Cen-

ter, also added a few extra perks to
the hail.
Larger study rooms, a new computer room, a library full of outdoors-related books, and benches in
front of the second and third story
windows were installed. Students
also have the opportunity to go online with separate phone jacks in
each of the rooms. This added feature allows students to research on
the Internet without having to walk
across campus.
All the furniture in the rooms is
new (and no longer bolted down),
made especially for UPS by a company based-out of Olympia. And a
new air-handling unit that will pump
fresh air continuously from the roof
was put in. "Schiff was my baby,"
said Robertson. "I'm proud of it!"
The renovation began the day af ter graduation last year, and was finished just a week and a half before
the class of 2001 moved in—right
on time, according to Daetwiler and
Robertson.
"It was nice to get everything finished on schedule and to have it look
so great," commented Robertson.
Robertson will oversee next year's
renovations as well.

Residential Programs University Mast"--Ir Plan sets
looks at housing issue campus improvement goals
.%

McGirxis
Staff Writer

MATF

In an effort to improve campus
housing, Residential Programs has
begun work on a new mission statement which will early their vision
for campus housing into the future.
Under the direction of new Associate Dean of Students for Residential Programs Jim Hoppe, the office,
along with the help of various student forums which will take place
over the following weeks, will be
outlining plans that will give direction the office's plans as well as considering how they are perceived.
According to Hoppe, it is important
to first realize "how people view
what we're doing" before moving
ahead with a vision.
That vision currently involves
four parts which will likely be revised and expanded over the following months. The first goal involves
providing a basic residential life that
provides for student's deficiency
needs and allows them to engage in
an active intellectual life. The second goal is to offer a variety of living options While pointing out that

many options, such as theme houses
and the Adventure Education program in Schiff Hall, already exist,
Hoppe hopes to expand those programs to include more theme houses
and options, and increase voluntary
student participation in these programs. The office also hopes to focus on building a sense of community, providing challenges and support in living areas to assist in educating students on how to get along
with others, a skill that will be useful for much longer than one's stay
in a residence hall. The fourth goal,
according to Hoppe, is to emphasize
the ideal of self-governance. "I am
a firm believer that people support
what they create," says Hoppe, and
he hopes to implement this by discussing and evaluating the role of the
hail RHA's and RHAC, as well as
considering the formation of a student judicial board.
Collectively, these goals will form
a vision which the new Associate
Dean of Students hopes will define
the future of campus housing. Using the mission statement as a frame
of reference will allow the office to
evaluate every program.
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Hard work pays off for two students
• Salishan Gathering Place brings together community and fosters pubic art awareness
TOM PERRY

purpose of the park is to bring the
community together and celebrate
public art in this unique setting. "All
Two months ago, a two-thousand the people involved really wanted to
square feet piece of public land was bring art into the community and
nothing more than gravel and overgive them a sacred place to unite and
grown weeds. Now, with the help come together," he said.
of two Puget Sound students, the
Located next to a community gararea has been transformed into a den, the park is the first of its kind
very special piece of Tacoma history.
in the Tacoma area. All the parks
Since the beginning of August, features, including the cobblestones
Seniors Jarred Jackman and Ben Rae and copper roofing, came from re- *
woke-up every Saturday and Sunday
cycled materials and were put into
at 6 a.m. to complete Tacoma's first place by hand.
community art park. Officially enThe project was supervised by
titled the Salishan Gathering Place, Milenko Matanovic, an artist now
the park is located off Portland Av- residing in Bellevue. Matanovic has
enue in Salishan.
worked in other cities across the naWith nearly 100 people from tion, implementing similar parks
around the world working to com- with the same purpose: to bring the
plete the project, the group celcommunity together and celebrate
ebrated the park's opening last Fripublic art.
day night. Covered by local media,
Looking back over the past two
opening festivities included a Vietmonths, Rae feels the final product
namese Dragon Dance and a blesswas worth the hard work. "It was
ing by a buddhist monk.
good, hard work," Rae stated. "The
Project partners included the
final product was awesome."
Tacoma Arts Commission, Tacoma
To get to the Salishan Gathering
Housing Authority, Pierce County Place, take 1-5 to the Portland AvLooperative txtension, Yomegran- enue exit and head South. Turn left
WORKERS PREPARE THE ENTRANCE to Tacoma's first art park, Salishan
ate Center, and the Metropolitan on East 44th and left again on
GatherIng Place. Nearly 100 workers from around the world spent nearly 200
Park District of Tacoma.
Roosevelt. Turn right on 42nd,
hours
working on the project. The purpose of the park is to bring the
According to Jackman, a con- which immediately dead ends into
community together and raise awareness of public art.
tracted sculptor for the project, the the site of the gathering place.

News Editor

Ofl
September 16-22
• A student reported her bicycle stolen from the racks in
front of the Fieldhouse. The
bicycle was locked with a "UBolt" style lock; however, the
suspect(s) cut the rack itself and
the bicycle with the lock still
attached.
• A student reported both the
front and rear wheels stolen
from her bicycle while it was
locked to the rack on the south
end of the Wheelock Student
Center. The bicycle frame was
locked with a "U-Bolt" lock.
• A student reported that her
vehicle was damaged while it
was parked in the lot on the
south end of the Wheelock Student Center. It is suspected that
another vehicle backed into it.

Free lunch for
you and prof
If you have thought it might be
nice to take your professor to
lunch, or some other meal, here's
your chance to do it on the
University's ticket. You invite the
teacher to a meal in the Wheelock
Student Center (WSC) and the
Office of the Dean of Students will
pay the bill.
Students can pickup a meal card
at the dean's office in Wheelock
208 for meals in the servery. For
meals in the Cellar, students pay,
and the office will reimburse them.
The program was initiated President Susan Resnick Pierce, as a
way to give students and faculty
more informal time together.
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ASUPS to host
'Pub Night'

mom

Positions open
for ASUPS
Interested in getting involved in
your student government? The
Assiciated Students of the University of Puget Sound (ASUPS) Fall
Elections sign-ups have started and
run runtil this Friday at 5:00 p.m.
Seven positions are open. These include: 2 At-Large Senators; a Residence Hall Senator; a UniversityOwned Senator; a Greek Senator; an
Off-Campus Senator; and one Freshman Senator.

Thompson Hall Talks will feature multiple student
speakers reporting on their summer research projects. The
following lectures will be held in Thompson Hall, Rm. 124

j
* Remember to report suspicious activity to Security Services immediately at ext. 3311.
Do not leave personal items
unattended. Items left unsecured can be stolen. Security
provides an escort service to
many areas on- and off-campus.
The use of this service is encouraged.

vi;

Paul Veillon (Physics)
Stellar spectral analysis.
Amanda Normand (Geology)
Paleomagnitism of the Crescent formation.
Bryon Taylor (Geology)
Magentostratigraphy of the Crescent formation.
Marc Svee (Chemistry)
Synthesis and characterization of new dimensional cobaIt ifi tetraaza hexacyclen.
On Oct. 2:
Emilie Nyberg (Geology)
Magnetostratigraphy of the Crescent formation basalts.
im Joslin 10 ogy
Characterization of the resistance response in susceptible
and resistant strains of Hordeum vulgare (barley).
Jen Mark (Biology)
Effects of Ultraviolet-B irradiance on high and low el-

C-

Any student interested may visit
the ASUPS Office (WSC 210) or
call Brad at x3600 to find out more
information and to pick up a Fall
Elections packet.

Memorial date
set for Hoiles
A student memorial service has
been planned for Sarah Hoiles, who
died this summer in a car accident.
Students and community members
may join friends and family on Sunday, October 26, at 1:00 p.m. in
Kilworth Chipel

In an effort to bring the campus
community together, AS UPS is
hosting the second-annual "Pub
Night" in Club Rendezvous. The
event will take place tonight, from
8:00 to 11:00 p.m.
Campus band "Bobby's Gone
Fishing" will perform at the event
between 9 and 10:30 p.m. "Our
main goal is to bring more students together," ASUPS President
Kevin Barhydt stated.
All students are encouraged to
attend 'Pub Night;' however, only
those over 21 with proper identification will he allowed to drink
alcohol. Anyone with questions
about the event may call x3600.

evation.
Greg Field (Physics)
Changes in the conductivity of molybdenum silicon thin films during
annealing.
Mike Lynch
Attempted characterization of the telomeres from the Pacific Sea
Anenome, Anthopleura elegantissima.
The University of Puget Sound Physics Seminar Series open Friday,
Sept. 29 at 4:00 p.m. in Thompson, Rm 108. The first speaker is Skip
Rochefort, Ph.D., of the Chemical Engineering Department of Oregon
State University, who will be lecturing on "Gels in our Daily Lives."
The Health Promotion Committee is sponsoring an eight week introductory class in Tai Clii. The class will be held on Wednesdays from
5:30-6:30 p.m., beginning Oct. 1 and ending Nov. 19.
Canadian author and ethnobotanist Wade Davis is scheduled to speak
on The Art of Sham.anic Healing Oct. 2 at 8:00 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel.
ASUPS Cultural Events presents Tingstad and Rumbel in the Concert Hall on Sept. 27 at 8:00 p.m. The Info Center has tickets.

"If you were physically
forced to eat the soup in
the servery, which kind
would you choose?"

BECKY BROWNING

patriotic holidays, Halloween, and
Mardi Gras. Hail presentations
were judged based on resident
participation, coverage of the entire halt crc tti' ity adheienoe to
theme and ov rail impression
An&rson/Lanodon s on first
place, with their Mardi Gras celebration.
Hall President Erin Smith remarked, "I was very excited to see
everybody work together so well,
to achieve a sense of community
in the hail, and to have fun while
doing it."
Regester Hall took second place
for winter holidays, followed by
Harrington's representation of
Valentine's Day for third place.
In past years the Hall-I-Daze
event has been judged by staff and
faculty, but this year Greek students were asked to participate as
well.
"I'm glad we could incorporate
judges from various campus communities, as opposed to only staff
and faculty. Asking students to
judge definitely added to the all
around success and fun of Hall-IDaze," stated RHAC Operations
oordiitatoi John lulioch

Asst. News Editor

"The S.U.B. needs more meat in its menu. All this vegetarian
Y.U.P.P.I.E. crap malnourishes the body and contributes to the pale,
clammy-skin look of the West. We need all-meat soups with chunks
of venison, beef, lamb, pork, and maybe a little bunny. This, along
with a healthy serving of garlic salt, should brighten up your day."
—Droz Daul

The annual RHAC sponsored
Hall-I-Daze competition took
place on Saturday, Sept. 20, Each
residence hail community decorated and dressed up to a different
holiday theme, displaying hail and
school spirit.
Freshman Heidi Barker commented, "It was a unique opportunity to show unity and school
spirit."
Decorating began on Friday
night and extended into Saturday
morning for most halls. Residents
were allowed to set up any sort of
decorations they chose as long as
no Tacoma Fire Department codes
were violated. Each hall was provided with $25 of RHAC funding,
and allowed to fundraise for any
further needs.
The holiday categories were altered for this year's competition.
RHAC decided to change "Birthdays," a theme that had been used
in past years, to "Spring Break."
Other holiday themes included
winter holidays, Thanksgiving. St.
Patritk s Day Vlcntuie s D iv

"Eyeball soup, similar to the one served to Indy in his
film, "Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom."
However, without the chilled monkey brains, this soup
would have to be deemed unacceptable and
considered an insult to each and every student at

U.P.s."
—Alex Carey
"Vegetable soup because I do
not eat meat and I like
vegetables."
—Leslie Lawton
Photo Poll by A. Baker & E. Day
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Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!
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Thursday I 25th
Thompson Talks
with Paul Veillon, Amanda
Normand, Bryon Taylor,
Marc Svee and Thomas
Edwards
4:00 p.m.
TH124 Free
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i

"Army of Darkness"
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID
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"In the Company of Men"
Part of theTortured Artists
Film Festival
7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Rialto Theater $5.50

"Marvin's Room"
Call 627-5869 for tickets and
times (runs through Oct. 4)
Spirit Theatre

Monday I 20th

"In the Company of Men"
Part of theTortured Artists
Film Festival
7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Rialto Theater $5.50

AX

*
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"In the Comnanv of Men"
Part of theToturdArtists Film
Festival
7:00 & 9:00 P.M.
Rialto Theater $5.50

7:00 & 9:00 P.M.

Rialto Theater

For Sale

Q

listings.

Wednesday list
"In the Company of Men"
Part of theTorturedArtists Film
Festival
7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Rialto Theater $5.50

*

"Pregnancy, Childbirth &
Returning to Work"
Information Fair
11:30 a.m. 1:00 p.m.
Wheelock Center Free
-

MND OPENINQ.1

$ 1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part Time. At home. Toll a. GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
free 800-218-9000 ext. R-9448 for from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
listings.
repos, REOs. Your area. Toll free 800218-9000 ext. H-9448 for current listings.

F

Best Best Teriyaki

----------------

Clip and SAVE!!

BEST BEST's
Egg roll SPECIAL
$•59

I
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$1000s POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part Time. At home. Toll free 800218-9000 ext T-9448 for listings.
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T1.i,. slices

FRIED RICES

of beef, ,na,i,.aLed is. mr Sps.is,J Tteiyaki Sassee.

PORK TERIYAKI ................................ $5.75

'Breai€fast

Chw-beoikdpo.-k steak u. oir Special Te,ab4 Sa*e.

Preparation from

RT~
1'

8.

_?f_fei expireslO/2/97

CHICKEN FRIED RICE .....................$5.95
I. CHICKEN TERIYAKI ........................$5.509. BEEF FRIED RICE ... ........................... $5.99
CI.e.-1,,oiLt4 Bo,.eleso Chick.,. ia ~ Specud Tertyald Sai.ce.
10. PORK FRIED RICE ............................. $5.99
BEEF TERIYAKI ................................. $5.75 11. PRAWNS FRIED RICE .......................$6.99

1ue willow Cott
Bed

$5.50

To add Calendar events, cal/Amy Stockett at
756-3197. To p/ace a Classified ad, ca/I Wen
Laws at 756-3278. Cost is $6 for 20 words.

Delivery driver needed. "Just P.. SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Futons" Part-time. Must have insur- Cadillacs, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes.
ance. Please call 627-5324 and ask Also Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free
for Maggie. 800-218-9000 ext. A-9448 for current

Tacoma Philharmonic
with Fredrica von Stade
8:00 P.M.
Pantages Theater $25 - $60

Festival

"In the Company of Men"
Part of theTortured Artists
Film Festival
* Boldface type denotes
7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
on-campus events *
Rialto Theater $5.50

Pierce County AIDS Walk
Call 383-2565 for info.
Proctor District

clissIfligs

"In the Company of Men"
Part of theTortured Artists Film

Drawings and Paintings by
Alfred Harris and Margaret
Davidson (last day)
Kittredge Gallery Free

Tingstad & Rumbel, contemF=R
porary classical music
8:00 p.m.
Concert Hall
$5 with UPS ID
-.

.

Mercer Arena in Seattle $15

Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID

"Army of Darkness"
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ED

j..,

Tacoma Symphony Orchestra
with soloist, UPS Professor,
Duane Hulbert, piano
8:00 P.M.
Pantages Theater
Free with UPS ID

Employment

6:00 & 8:30 p.m.

I
I

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones
7:00 p.m.

D

"Army of Darkness"
..

Friday I 20th
.

Tacoma Art Museum
Free

___

Tuesday I 30th

Sunday I 20th

featuring...
• 36 hours of in-class teaching
• four fully proctored exams
• additional help sessions
• instructor Steven Klein
• free application advising

COMBINATIONS

12. CHICKEN & BEEF .............................. $6.25
S ix
13. CHICKEN & PORK ............................. $6.25
GYOZA PLATE ....................................$4.99 14. CHICKEN & GYOZA ..........................$6.25
G,ow,d beef dias.pla.gs deq.fred with
Special Saawe
15. CHICKEN & PRAWNS ....................... $6.75
HOT & SPICY VEGETABLES
WITH CHICKEN ................................. $6.45
SIDE ORDERS
Hot & spicy ci' fried vegetables with chi
16 STEA
D CE
YAKISOBA ............................................
Sfir fried wgzraNer and moodlu with chicken m beef.
17. EGG ROLL ........................................... $1.25
7+. BROILED ROAD-KILL ......................$ ?.?? 18. GYOZA (6 pc.) ....................................... $2.99
B'ii.g a died shiag and ,.eU cock it as Oir pocid sicg.
19. SALAD ............... -..................................$1.75

PRAWNS TERIYAKI ..........................75

.'

--

• Price

Barbara Vke
Innkeeper
g27 j'í. 'Prospect St.
'Tacoma, 'JV!Z954o6
(253) 393-9239

- -

$595

Call now for more information
on the LS4 1', GRE or GMA T

OPEN

Classes begin October t. b, & 9

°Justbddg

Monday-Saturday
11:00am 8:30pm
-

Frders to go: 759-4400'

L
6th

Ave.
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Two new clubs offer
foreitgn music, films
0

JESS KOEPL

Staff Writer
Do you have a yearning to play a
few Irish reels or to watch some foreign or independent American films?
If so, two new clubs have started up
to relieve your urges.
Both clubs are under the supervision of Professor Kent Hooper.
Hooper wanted to offer "something
a little bit different" to the student
body of UPS, so he decided to form
these two groups.
One club is "for students interested in singing or playing traditional Irish music," according to
Hooper. The German language professor plays in an Irish band composed mostly of faculty and staff
from UPS. Hooper wants to emphasize the fact that, "Classically trained
musicians can play folk music!"
On Sept. 12, he held an interest
meeting in which about 25 students
signed up, most of whom showed up
to the first practice last Friday. Practice is held every Friday at 5:00 p.m.
in the Orchestra and Band practice
room, Li.
Hooper was pleased with the large
turnout, saying, "I'm hoping that by
bringing so many people together,

0

they will form groups and ensembles." And there was a wide variety of musicians last Friday—sopranos, a cellist, several guitarists, a
pianist (who is now learning to play
the accordion), flautists who are now
tin whistle players, a few violins, and
even two harps.
But the group still needs a few
more elements, including, alto and
male voices, a bass, extra acoustic
guitarists, more woodwind players
(for tin whistle) and more violinists.
For more info, call Hooper at x3276
or e-mail him at hooper@ups.edu .
Along with junior Amy Allen,
Hooper also started the International
and Independent Film Club with the
conviction that "we will not be
showing Hollywood schlock!"
"It's kind of hard for students
without cars to see foreign films, so
I thought that it would be a good idea
to bring them here," Allen said.
The group's aim is to try to find
as many strange and obscure movies as possible to give students a
good foreign and independent film
background. To help achieve this
goal, Hooper joined Facets, a video
rental organization based out of Chicago that has a catalogue of over
25,000 films to choose from. The

catalogue is on reserve under
Hooper's name.
Movies will usually be screened
every Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m.

"It's third for studeilts
without cars to see
foreign films, so I thollght
it WollId be a good idea to
bring them here."
—Amy Allell
in LIB 18, although some alternate
times are being worked out. Already
scheduled is the French film "Manon
of the Spring." As an extra bonus,
Lufthansa Airlines and the GermanAmerican Chamber of Commerce
are sponsoring the German film,
"Europa, Europa," on Oct. 10.If
there are any specific movies you
would like to see, feel free to look
them up in the Facets catalogue and
contact Hooper at the above number or address, or call Allen at x4059.
There's no reason not to take advantage of these clubs," said Hooper.
"They're free!"

Animation fest
thrills, kills, chills
JASON JAICMTIs

Coordinating Editor
For those of you who just aren't
happy with the degree of nauseating sickness that is generated in this
year's latest horror flicks (if that
whole hanging naked from the ceiling by barbed meathooks thing or the
'all of your guts on the outside of
your body!' theme from "Event Horizon" just isn't offensive to you)
then the field of interest for you may
be animation. Anything is possible
in animation. Want to see someone
eat your grandmother's fingers and
then vomit them into your baby
brother's macaroni and cheese while
he–after pulling his phallic pacifier
from his mouth–eagerly slurps it up?
It just may happen at this year's
"Spike and Mike's Sick and Twisted
Festival of Animation."
Screw plot development and
character background. Forget awardwinning soundtracks. If you're all
about gore, violence and putresence,
then this Festival is for you.
Boasting legendary cartoons such
as "Lloyd's Lunchbox," "No Neck
Joe" and "Hut Sluts," this year's festival offers up more than twenty twoto-four-minute skits of unimaginable
offensiveness. Among the skits premiering this year: "Jurassic Fart,"

"The Booby Trap," "Little Rude
Riding Hood," and–crowned The
Sickest Film Ever Made–"Sloaches
Fun House." This stuff will put Sam
Raimi's "Evil Dead" and that
fucked-up Aussie flick "Dead Alive"
to shame.
This film festival was the first to
introduce Beavis and Butt-head to
the world (whether that's a good
thing or a bad thing is up to you) and
there is a barrage of equally brainless animational endeavors prepared
for the eager viewing of those individuals who derive pleasure from
blood-stained cartoony carnage.
Bring the parents if they're visiting and head up to any of the upcoming showings at the King Cat
Theater in Seattle, the University of
Washington Husky Building or at the
Ridge Theater in Vancouver, B.C.
For reasons not provided, you must
be 18 or older to attend.
Tickets are $7 and shows will be
running through September29 at the
King Cat, October 5 at the Husky
Union Building, and November 23
at The Ridge Theater in Vancouver.
For ticket information call the King
Cat at (206) 269-7444, the Husky
Union Building at (206) 543-1447
or the Ridge Theater at (604)7386311 .To contact Ticketmaster to purchase tickets, call (206) 628-0888.

Take dip into ttredge for stress relief
MARTI PAUL
Guest Writer

"The Shelf" is fascinating. The patch of sunlight in the painting draws you closer. Examine the items on the shelf. Find
the source of the sunlight.., or is it starlight? Why do angels
take a confessional stance? Why the juxtaposition of northwest and southwest?
I share Davidson's fascination with baskets. Her "Pima Basket with Reptile Design" is interesting not only for the subject, but for what is missing from the painting. Purples and
greens, aquas and yellows shine faintly on the surface of the
basket and reflect in its shadow. I speculate the color source
comes from the royal garb of a native queen. Judge for yourself-what is it that fires the reptile?
From my lopsided review you can tell my preference in
exhibits. I hope I've said enough about both artists, however,
that your curiosity will be piqued. A walk across campus to
the Kittredge Gallery-what could it hurt? A short flight of
fantasy or a quick grounding in the everyday could work wonders for eyeball exhaustion.

It's the third week of classes. You thought Friday afternoon
to Monday morning was an eternity to finish your reading.
You slept and frisbeed instead. Now you're trying to catch up,
and your eyes feel like two cotton-balls in bony sockets. You
need hydration, bookdweller. Why not head for Kittredge
Gallery for a swim? I've got my buildings mixed up, you say?
Not so. Walk on over to Kittredge.
Go there for fluidity. Go there for the blue. Take a swim of
fantasy, where space-like orbs, devils' tails, and black ant creatures drift with one-dimensional lily pads and angular seaweed. Check out Alfred Harris' exhibit at Kittredge Gallery
through September 28.
On the other hand, you may be thinking that all the 1 8th
century literature you've been reading is fantasyland and you
need an anchor, now. Go to Margaret Davidson's exhibit, also
showing at Kittredge until the 28. Go there for a breathtaking
bowl-frill of sensuality, as in "The Red Cloth." This painting
is lush, not only for its color, but for its stunning reality. Try to
refrain from reaching out to pick up a corner of the crimson
fabric.
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$30,000 BONUS OFFERED TO
HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS
• If you are a board-certified physician or a candidate for •
board certilication in one of the following specialties, you
• may qualify for a bonus of Uj) to $30,000 in the Army •
Reserve. Anesthesiology • Orthopedic Surgerv
General Surgery • Colon-Rectal Surgery
Neurosurgery • Diagnostic Radiology
•
Cardiothoracic Surgery • Family Physician
•
Peripheral Vascular Surgery • Emergency Medicine
Urology • Internal Medicine
•
•
A test program is being conducted which offers a •
bonus to eligible physicians who join the Al -iny Reserve.
• You would receive a $10,000 bonus for each 'ear you •
serve as an Ariiy Reserve physician—for a iiiaximtim 01
• three years.
Y may serve near your home, at limes convenient
:
• for ou - or at Arniy medical facilities in the United States •
and abroad. There are also opportunities to attend con• ferenc and participate in special training programs,
such as the Advanced Trauma Life Support Course.
•
•
To learn more about the Army Reserve and the
Bonus Test Program, call one of our experienced •
Medical Personnel Counselors:
•

•

1-800-235-ARMY, ext. 321
••
.
ARMYRESERVE.BEALLYOUCANBE:
••++4•-••••••,,+,,,•,*•,,,,•+,,,,+,,,•
.

Want six months free checking, free access to over 1,200
UBANK' ATMs, and a Visa' or MasterCard' with no annual
membership fee for the first year? Open a U.S. Bank Student
Checking Account. You'll appear wise beyond your years.
To open a U.S. Bank Student Checking Account, just call
1-800-US BANKS, or visit your nearest branch.

1U.SfBANK.
Without you, theres no us:

:
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Shilzuo takes noise to next level
Shizuo vs. Shizor - Shizuo
TED SPAS
Music Columnist

All right, so what we're dealing
with here is another entry from the fine
folks at the Digital Hardcore Recordings label, brought to our freedomlovin' shores by the Beastie Boys and
the rest of the cats at Grand Royal. You
kids all remember Digital Hardcore,
right? This is the posse that brought
you Atari Teenage Riot, and thus you

probably have some idea of what to
expect from the Shizuo album.
YOU'RE WRONG. This record is
so far beyond the insanity record previously held by Atari
Teenage Riot (I think
u
I called it the loudest
sound ever, and I was
right, AT THE TIME) that it barely
even resembles sound. It's more like
a sledgehammer moving at the speed
of light. Shizuo Vs. Shizor is a staggeringly insane album. Beats and
samples scream at the listener like
inmates in an asylum. Conventional
musical qualities like "tune," "harmony," "time signature," and "failure to resemble sandpaper" are all
discarded in favor of a schizophrenic
hail of assaulting sound.
This record is akin to being on every controlled substance known to
man AT THE SAME TIME, having
them all wear off, getting the shakes
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Great Taste! Great Price! Pizza! Pizza!

BIG!BIG! Small 14" 1 topping
$5.99
BIG!BIG! Medium 16" 1 topping ....... $7.99
BIG!BIG! Large 18" 1 topping
$9.99
WORLD FAMOUS CRAZY BREAD ..... $1.59
..........

..........

g I'I'EXTRA

CHEESE OR TOPPINGS

ANY SIZE!!!

•

*UPS STUDENTS AND FACULTY

RECIEVE I FREE TOPPING WITH I.D.
*NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL

6Th & SPRAGUE 272-3232
WE DELIVER CAMPUS AREA FOR ONLY $2
H UR : Sun - Thur 11 to 9PM / Fri & Sat 11 to 10PM

GIVE YOUR PARENTS
A NEW VIEWPOINT:

Commencement Bay
Bed & Breakfast
Minutes from UPS at 3312 N. Union Avenue
(253) 752-8175.
httP Hbesfinns. net/usa/wa/cb. html
:

and hallucinations from withdrawal,
and finally slitting your wrists with
shard of broken glass dipped in
crushed Dexedrine so
it'll go into your bloodstream faster. While
>
having the best sex of
your life. With a lizard
from another planet.
One that bites your head offjust as
you climax. Am I making myself
perfectly clear? THIS ALBUM IS
NUTS. If you are the sort of person
who does not like completely nuts

music, you should RUN THE
OTHER WAY, as fast as you possibly can.
Some background: Shizuo is
from Berlin, living in London, and
he's out of his mind (there, that
should do it).
Look, kids, ninety percent of the
human race is going to hate this
record. Out of the remaining ten percent, some will be indifferent, some
might even be thrilled. Others will
start cults dedicated to serving the
whims of their Digital Hardcore-

spouting leaders.
In order to help you make an educated buying decision, I should
point out that I am a card-carrying,
goat-mutilating Child of Shizuo. I
got this album three months before
it was released in the States, and all
it cost me was my firstborn child!
I'll miss the wee tyke, but I'd do it
all again in a minute. You don't get
that kind of deal every day.
Next week: I review some
records that you might actually listen to.
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KUPS Talk
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LOGG R SPORTS
W KLY
• The prideful spirit of Logger past returns to UPS Athletics as the sports teams
continue their winning ways with victories in Football, Soccer, and Volleyball.

Football proves it's for real, wins 22-17
SCOTT LEONARD

Staff Writer
Note to the kidnappers who took
the old Logger football team: Keep
'em. We're happy with the new
team.
The Loggers won for the second
game in a row, scoring a 22-17 victory over Simon Fraser. UPS received some important help from the
Clansmen in the form of penalties
but still played solidly enough for
the win.
The Logger offense looked better
than the previous week, spreading
the ball around the field with a mix
of pass and rush plays. Jeffrey Heier
ran 31 times for 134 yards, a teamhigh, while quarter back Christian
LindmarK kept the offense in sync,
completing 66% of his passes for
125 yards.
Simon Fraser gave Puget Sound
a scare early in the game. Running
back David Mattiazo blew through
an open hole for a 63-yard touchdown on the Clansmen's first possession. Mattiazo was a threat all
day, running for 152 yards and two
touchdowns. But the Logger de-

ft nse was able to come up with some
bi g plays.
Defensive back Robert Cleland
scooped up a fumble in the secondquarter and scrambled 24 yards into
the end zone to put the Loggers up
13-7. Defense by committee seemed
to be the plan, as Tony Puz also recovered a fumble and Jesse Colburn
intercepted a pass to end the game.
"The strength of our team is our
defense," said Cleland. Puz also
seemed pleased with their defensive
play. "We pulled together after we
got over the jitters. We feel confident now."
Heier provided much of the spark
on the offensive side of the ball. His
134 yards surpassed last week's total of 56 yards by the entire team.
"He pounded the ball" down the
field, said Lindmark. "That is what
we have to do to win."
Penalties also played a key part
in the game. Simon Fraser was
flagged 12 times for 92 yards. One
holding call against the Clansmen
called back a 70-yard TD run by
Mattiazo. Those six points would
have won the game for them. "They
shot themselves in the foot (with

PATRICK AMES carries the ball for the Loggers in route to their 22-17 victory
over Simon Fraser on Saturday. Ames had 31 yards in receptions on the day.
penalties)," commented Puz.
against a physical team, and that was need to get better," notes Elliott.
Even with room for improvement,
Head Coach Gordon Elliott a goal."
showed some dissatisfaction with
Undefeated at 2-0, the Loggers are the players are feeling good. Says
the Logger's play but was willing to certainly feeling good about the sea- Lindmark, "The key to success is
take the win. "We played physical son. "Each week is a new step. We faith in ourselves."

Volleyball shines in X-Country hits Seattle
sunny California
Snaut SPITZER
Sports Editor
The volleyball teams' talents
sparkled like gold in the warm California sun this weekend as the team
hit Davis with a bang. Coming into
the tournament the women were
ranked 25th in the nation but this is
now a label of the past as the
Logger's rank rises and swells with
sweet victory.
Starting out strong, the Loggers
defeated Sonoma State 15-2, 5-15;
15-7, and 15-7 on Friday, but then
took an unfortunate loss in five to
San Francisco State 4-15, 10-15, 1614, 15-9, and 8-15 later that day.
However, the Loggers were able
to recapture their winning streak on
Saturday when they faced No. 26
ranked Florida Southern, winning in
only four games with scores of 158, 12-15, 15-6, and 15-10.
UPS also controlled the court action against host team UC Davis, 154, 15-5, 8-15, and 15-8, proving that
their skills surpass the-realm of home
team advantage.
Standout players for the Loggers
were Anna Dudek and Eileen
Gamache, who dominated the ôffen-

sive play with 58 tallied kills and
.230% hit from Dudek and 43 kills
from Gamache.
Dudek, a junior from Bothell,
WA, was named Dande Athlete of
the Week and NCIC Player of the
Week in volleyball for superior court
performance. She was also selected
to the All-Tournament team at the
UC Davis Tournament, along with
Gamache. Also contributing to the Logger
attack were Vicky Crooks, who collected 10 solo blocks and 9 assisted
blocks over the weekend, and Lindsi
Weber who made 103 assists in the
tournament.
The women currently stand at 62 overall and 2-0 in the NCIC. The
Logger volleyball team shocked its
competitors with strong playing
among high competition this past
weekend and will undoubtedly be
heading into a highly successful
home season.
The Loggers can be seen in action
in a series of home games this week
starting Thursday Sept. 25 against
Western Oregon, and followed by a
game against Lewis and Clark on
Friday Sept. 26 and a game with
George Fox on Sunday Sept. 28.

Puget Sound men's and women's cross
country teams will head north to take part
in the Sundodger Invitational this Saturday Lincoln Park in Seattle. University of
Washington will host a 5K course for
women and 8K course for the men.
With many of the top Northwest schools
also participating, the Logger athletes will

face their strongest competition yet this
season in both the open and invitational
events.
The Loggers' cross countr
schedule has changed and
they will not compete on Oct.
4, at Willamette, but will instead use that week to train.

Intramurals boast big turn-out
JEANNIE LEE

Asst. Sports Editor
No practices. No pressure. No
PLU Lutes. The makings of intramural sports were apparently quite
appealing to several students here,
because the turnout has been greater
than ever.
"We had a huge turnout of people
who wanted to play this year," said.
sophomore Feather Robles, intramural sports coordinator.
According to Robles, the purpose
of the intramural sports program is
to provide all students the opportunity to participate in athletics who
may not be able to participate in varsity sports for whatever reason.
"This is all really kick back. People
who can't play varsity or those who
don't want to go to practice can just
come out and play the game for the

fun of it," Robles said.
That is the exact reason freshman
Tyler Ranf has decided to play on
an intramural soccer team this fall.
According to Ranf, the anticipated

The pilr1oose of the
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pressure and time commitment from
the varsity team persuaded him to
play intramural instead. "I'm really
excited because it'll be nothing but
fun," Ranf said. - For the "Fall I" session, the teams

of all sports have already been determined, they include flag football,
outdoor soccer, indoor volleyball
and beach volleyball.
However, sign-ups for the "Fall
II" session will begin on October 14
and will include: basketball, indoor
soccer and racquetball.
Schedules and additional information can be reached at the intramural sports hotline, 756-3427.

Fall Intramurals

I
II
-

Flag Football
Outdoor Soccer
Indoor Volleyball
Beach Volleyball
Basketball
Indoor Soccer
- - Racquetball

--

Go
Loggers!

Fenton brings hard work,
intensity to football team
0

SCOTT LEONARD

Staff Writer

LEROY THE
LOGGER
Last weekend was big for UPS
Athletics, as football, men's,
women's soccer, and volleyball all
won. As Logger athletics returned to
greatness, their biggest fan reemerged from off the couch. Trilled
to have something to cheer about
once again, Leroy commented, "You
gonna eat those nachos?"

On every successful football
team, there are star players.
There's the running back who
breaks open a tight game with an
incredible run or the linebacker
who ends an opponents hopes with
a punishing sack. But most important to the success of a team are
the role players who consistently
excel play after play. On the Puget
Sound team, one of these players
is lineman Scott Fenton.
This senior from Renton, Washington, is a key component of this
year's revitalized Logger offense.
Fenton is regarded by teammates
and coaches to be an irreplaceable
asset both on and off the field.
Adding a dynamic combination of
leadership and playing ability,
Fenton has received much praise
for his actions.
Fenton leads both emotionally
and physically, in the plays and on
the sidelines. Fenton's offensive
line coach, Bob Newton. calls
Scott "a tremendous leader and an
example of how football is to be
played."
Seeing Fenton's incredible work

ethic six days every week, Newton
is continually impressed by Fenton's
big efforts on every play and constant drive to improve. Fenton's
personal philosophy is evident,
when he says, "the key is working
hard during the week."

"He is an eIllotIonil
leader lie raises his
teaiiiiiiates level of
intensiti"
Gordon Elliott
Fenton's considerable efforts are
noticed throughout the Logger
coaching staff. Head coach Gordon
Elliott pointed out Fenton's intensity,
commenting that "he is an emotional
leader. He raises his teammates'
level of intensity.'
Elliott also alludes to Fenton's
excellent playing skill. "He has
good feet and is consistent with his
technique—things you look for in a
lineman." Fenton is not just one of
the better linemen on the team, but
probably in the conference. "We
consider him one of the best players

at this (collegiate) level," said
Elliott.
Talking with Fenton, it becomes
obvious that Fenton takes football
seriously. After last year's disappointing season, Fenton worked
hard in the off-season, lifting
weights and running. "I'll do
whatever possible to become better." Fenton's feelings on losing
are clear: an unhappy "I hate los
ing," is punctuated with a frown.
During his four years playing
at UPS, Fenton has grown close
with members of the team. He has
become good friends with people
on the team, "That is the best part;
going into battle with your
friends."
Another valuable aspect of
Fenton is his outlook on failure.
"You always fail, but you can always learn from it, too," says
Fenton. "In fact, that is the only
way to learn."
Lots of characteristics contribute to making Scott Fenton a team
player. He is a great example of
the role player who performs big
on every play of every game. It is
clear where Fenton's intensity
comes from when he says, "I just
want to win."

UPS soccer makes their pareifits proud
Kius

SHAIIINIAN

Staff Writer
The Puget Sound men's and
women's soccer teams celebrated
Parents' Weekend with four wins.
The Puget Sound men's soccer team
bounced back from a tough loss
against #7 ranked Seattle University
to win 4-0 against Linfield, and 1-0
against Willamette.
In the Linfield game, senior captain Matt Huff scored three of the
team's four goals, and freshman

goalie Ryan Wiitstruck recorded the
shutout for UPS. The victory over
Willamette contrasted the Linfield
game because of the limited opportumties for shots on goal or saves.
The game's only goal came two minutes into the second half when junior Cort Beldin headed in the score.
Puget Sound was out-shot by the
Bearcats 7-5; however, Ryan
Wittstruck's defense kept him from
having to record any saves in the
game. Junior Chris Barney commented on the team's great defense.

"Our defense will not let down because we are an experienced group,
and we are committed to winning"
said Barney.
The Loggers will have a two game
stand at home this weekend, and
both Coach Reece Olney and the
team realize the importance of winning at home. The Loggers play at
2:30 p.m. both Saturday and Sunday
at Baker Stadium.
The Puget Sound women's soccer
team came off of a loss on Wednesday against Seattle University with

BECKY ARNER wrestles for ball control during Sunday's game with Willamette.

a win and a tie over the weekend.
Saturday the Loggers defeated the
Liiii'lied Wildcats 1-0, and the Loggers lone goal came from sophomore
Sarah Blawat off of a cross from Liz
Hutchins. The Loggers defense
dominated the game holding the
Linfield Wildcats scoreless through
the 90 minutes of play as Puget
Sound controlled the field.
Sunday's match-up against last
years conference champions,
Willamette, was more than a game
for Senior Becky Amer and her
mother. Mrs. Amer commented on
parents' soccer weekend, "It has
been a really neat weekend." This
game was also the last game that
Becky's mother would see her
daughter play, and Becky played
great. Becky along with senior goal
keepers Jen Mark and Gayle Baker
led the way defensively, starving off
the strong Bearcat attacks.
The game, scoreless after regulation, went into two fifteen minute
overtimes, and ended in a tie. Gayle
Baker commented on the confidence
of the team before the game. "We
came out with a lot of confidence,
and I felt good because the team was
fired up," said Baker. This tie
against NCIC #1 ranked Willamette
will only add to the team's desire for
a playoff birth, and the Loggers are
still within striking distance of a
playoff spot if the defense continues
to play outstandingly well. The Loggers play at 12:00 p.m. both Saturday and Sunday at Baker Stadium.

Women's Soccer
Sept. 27
Whitman
@UPS
12:00 p.m.
Sept. 28
Whitworth
@UpS
12:00 p.m.
Men's Soccer
Sept. 24
Seattle Pacific
© Seattle Pacific
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 27
Whitman
@UPS
2:30 p.m.
Football
Sept. 27
Redlands
© Redlands, CA
7:00 p.m.
Volleyball
Sept. 25
Western Oregon
© UPS
7:00 p.m.
.

Sept. 26
Lewis & Clark
©UPS
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 28
George Fox
© UPS
7:00 p.m.
Cross Country
Sept. 27
Sundodger Invitational
© Lincoln Park, Seattle
9:30 a.m.

Athlete
of the Week
Anna Dudek, a Junior from
Bothell, Washington, was Selected for the All-Tournament
team at the UC Davis Volleyball
Tournament last weekend.
Dudek, playing outside hitter,
tallied 58 kills and hit .230,
bringing the Loggers to a 3-I victory against their Division II
tourney opponents.
In addition, Dudek was named
the NCIC Player of the Week in
volleyball for her outstanding
performance in California.

NOW

"The End" of iiLnique
1STA..IF1
We at The Trail have long been
fans of KUPS radio. For one thing,
Trail staffers have, through the
years, tended to double as KUPS
DJs. More importantly, though,
KUPS plays continually on The
Trail office radio during the three
days of weekly layout.
Rather than listen to the same
tape over and over again, Trail staffers turn to KUPS for an endless,
ever-changing variety of music. For
many of us, KUPS is the only station that will play 'our' kind of music. As if that weren't enough, song
requests are as easy as a call next
door and the reception is hard to
beat.
But the KNDD-MTV axis must
be stopped.
There was a time when "The

Sound" was called KUPS Tacoma
90.1 FM Progressive Radio. Not
Alternative Radio. There was a time
when good DJs thought twice, lingered in a moment of self-justification, perhaps, before playing a song
currently on the KNDD Countdown.
There was a time you could sit in
The Trail office for six hours checking e-mail or playing Tetris and not
hear the same song played twice on
KUPS. But I've heard Sugar Ray
twice just writing this article.
Part of the reason KUPS had such
a unique sound is that rotation slots,
about half of what you hear on
KUPS, were occupied by relatively
obscure bands. The kind of bands,
say, that you might see reviewed in
The Trail. Long before MTV and big
radio caught on to such bands as the
Cardigans and the Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion, they were at the top of
the KUPS Rotation playlist. More
recently, the Squirrel Nut Zippers
and Atari Teenage Riot have broken
out of college radio and into the
mainstream. Large-scale releases
were kept in less frequent rotation,

often in the expansive "white section." KNDD big-names like Stone
Temple Pilots sat side by side with
new releases by Rush and Tiny Tim.
Now, Tiny Tim is dead. And
what's worse, the handful of alter-

'flue freedom to play any
mui h till of rotation discs,
i/i/il hot to have to play a
fiej; illgles to death, was
(11/li d the çeatest
imihives to he a 1(iPS11J
native heavyweights from the white
section have taken over rotation,
rearing their heads once every five
songs. And whereas a DJ used to
have free reign over track selection
on a rotation disc (excepting, of
course, tracks such as the
Supersuckers' "I Say Fuck"), "The
Sound" now chooses the song for
you.

UPS music

The word on the street is that
ASUPS complained that KUPS
wasn't hitting enough of an audience
with its previous format. The decision was most likely informed by
one of those Campus Environment
surveys everyone forgets to fill out.
But this shouldn't be a question of
ratings.
The freedom to play any track off
of rotation discs, and not to have to
play a few singles to death, was one
of the greatest incentives to be a
KUPS DJ. ASUPS may be forgetting that KUPS is meant to provide
an opportunity for interested students first and entertainment for the
majority of the campus second. And
I don't doubt that the majority of the
campus found KUPS a bit too Progressive. The same people, after all,
rag on The Trail for having obscure
music reviews.
But college radio draws its appeal
from the fact that it keeps breaking
new ground. If listeners want to hear
The Prodigy, they can get it with a
better signal and more competent
DJs if they just turn their dial all the

Diversity can't be bought
L& TAWNYA ROBINSON

Staff Writer
On September 11, the campus
community received an e-mail from
President Pierce regarding a recent
$2 million grant awarded to the
school from The Boeing Air Company, who is known to currently
employ several UPS alumni. The
grant will be distributed into three
categories: $1 million for the cost
of construction of a new academic
building, $500,000 for the
university's science department,
and finally $500,000 toward initiatives to increase the student body's
racial diversity. It is the latter part
concerning the student body's diversity that succeeded in grabbing my
utmost attention.
This campus does include a small
amount of racial diversity thanks to
the Hawaiian, Hispanic, African
American, and International students. However, it would be absolutely foolish of me, or anyone else
to deny the fact that the lack of racial diversity is an issue at UPS. Although I admit that this situation is
a problem, I am not confident that
the allocation of money to the situation is an appropriate way to rectify the problem.
Why is this school so diversity
deficient? There are at least three
clear variables that has been the
cause of this problem. First, this
school is relatively unknown by the
general public. The fact that people
who live relatively close to the
school and yet still aren't aware of
its existence makes it difficult to
attract any type of students, especially minorities.
Second, this school is expensive.
It is commonly known that minorities tend to have lower incomes than

white families. Finally, the vicious
cycle created by the already existing lack of diversity. This is by far
the main reason that UPS is plagued
with this situation. When the school
mails information to prospective minorities that gives statistical data, including the racial breakdown of the
school, they in turn pretty much
sabotage themselves. From personal experiences I know

less the schoolpians on
ptijing for or rentinsoine
nilnoilties with the grant
iiione;, I don't think there
tWil lie si'nilicant cbane
in stildent diversity.
ii

for a fact that when someone sees
information such as this and notices
that there is a very small amount of
diversity a red flag immediately goes
up, and they usually don't even consider applying. There are some students, such as myself, that saw the
exact same statistics and decided to
apply despite the fact. This mainly
occurs because the student can either
see some of the benefits of being one
of the few minorities or the student
is accustomed to being in an environment where there isn't much diversity anyway.
Given those three reasons, I just
don't see how money can be the answer because I don't exactly see what
incentives could address those problems. Unless the school plans on paying for or renting some minorities
with the grant money, I don't think
there will be significant change in
student diversity. It is true that the

incentives may involve an increase
in availability for minority-based
scholarships or financial aid, but
$500,000 can only go so far. Not to
mention that there are several other,
more well-known schools in the
country that can offer those same
incentives in addition to already existing diversity.
There is no excuse for this school
to not be able to reach more students
of color. In its own backyard UPS
has a plenitude of diversity. Based
on my personal experiences and
those of my friends here, UPS seems
to target mainly high schools that are
located in middle to upper-class
neighborhoods when looking to recruit new students.
This school needs to come out of
its comfort zone and go beyond that
realm. To start with, they need to hit
the areas closest to home. Go to the
schools around here that are rich in
minorities and give seminars just
like you do to the other high schools.
You may also want to take into consideration seeking more minority admissions counselors to conduct these
seminars so that the students feel like
they can relate to them a little more.
After conquering Washington, go
out to the other states, including the
southern states and implement the
same behavior. I'm sure that by trying these things at least a small difference could be made.
This problem is not as easy as getting money and trying to buy results.
If UPS or any other school faced
with a similar situation wants to
make a true difference in the environment they have to work towards
change and be patient for the results,
not simply try to buy change. You
can't expect something that was haphazardly put together in a rush to last
for very long.
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Plutonium pollution
provokes paranoia
Scheduled in October is the
Cassini probe to Saturn carrying 72
pounds of plutonium. This probe
will orbit Venus twice and come
hurtling back at earth to get the
gravitational boost to get to Saturn.
What if something goes wrong and
it vaporizes in the earth's atmosphere? What if the Titan rocket
carrying the Cassini probe explodes
over the launch pad, spreading ra-

way to the right. It's a simple fact,
and KUPS shouldn't have to feel
ashamed of it. We're college kids.
The KUPS staff comes in untrained
and then rotates out in four years, so
it's never going to be a smooth professional commercial station no matter how hard it tries.
The strange and tragic thing is that
"specialty shows" on KUPS are not
subject to these new policies. This
will only contribute to the commercially-fueled segmenting of popular
music. The alternative shows will
play the acceptable mainstream
crossovers, keeping the sensitive
UPS audience shielded from all this
"new wave" music. Meanwhile, a
few stray shows, listened to only by
aficionados, will represent punk,
ska, industrial, whatever, propagating the incestuousness and insularity of modern rock.
Even if some MTV-head does
hear a song he recognizes on "The
Sound," what happens when that
song ends and the DJ picks Alice
Donut ? A push of the button and it's
back to The End.
dioactive dust over much of
Florida?
Plutonium is one of the most
dangerous substances known. Dr.
Helen Caldicott, founder of Physicians for Social Responsibility,
has stated that one pound of plutonium if evenly distributed to the
earth's population would give everyone lung cancer.
None of this is considered serious enough by our free, independent, objective and piercingly investigative media to make the
evening news. Some very rich and
powerful men are playing Russian
roulette with life on earth, and it is
occurring in absolute media silence.
Sincerely,
Gary Sudborough
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• The saying "you snooze, you lose" is biologically impossible.
After all, everybody has to sleep!
• Security only sucks if you're guilty.
• When it's sunny out, there's a very high ratio of good-looking
men and women on campus.
• What's the deal with it being 9:00 at the SUB every minute of
the day? Plus, can anyone figure out how many different time
zones there are on campus?
• Have you heard that they're turning the ToddlPhibbs parking lot
into grass? Do we get to park in the arboretum now?
• Sugar Ray sucks when you hear itS million times a day on KUPS.
• Chocolate peanut butter frozen yogurt. Speaks for itself.
• Punk rock tends to create conflict between people with differing
opinions.

UPS sinks cash into SUB changes
TRAVIS COOK

Staff Writer
So what's the general consensus on the new Marshall
Hall? So far it seems to be a
"love/hate" relationship
beween students and their new
dining area. Let's take a look
at both sides.
With a budget of a million
and a quarter, the school made
extensive changes to our once
rugged Great Hall. Lighter
tones of paint and carpet have
replaced the darker, more
gloomy colors and the 70's
styled yellow glass of the giant window has been
redone.These changes have allowed for a more luminous interior.
Finding a table should no
longer be a problem with the
expanded loft, which seems to
have doubled in size. Last year
students were packed in the
place like it was Two Dollar
Tuesdays at E-9. But that's
what I liked, all us Loggers
breaking bread together, not
concerned about limited elbow
room. Now it's all prissy. The
giant living room set in the
middle is especially fancy. Eating chicken strips in a wingedback chair seemed a bit
strange. I just wish the school
would furnish the setup with a
TV and refrigerator for football
and basketball games.
The freshmen live in blissful ignorance but the rest of us
miss the giant Logger mural
over the fireplace. As far as I
know, that was the only picture
of our school emblem aside
from the ones on letterheads

and diplomas. The freshmen
and prospective students will
never have the privilege of gazing up at that big, burly logger
with his mighty hatchet slung
over his shoulder. Was it too
masculine? Did there need to
be a female logger up there
too? Was Green Corps finally
disgusted with the picture and
ripped it down in protest?
What about this new entrance to the eatery? Every time
I walk through it I feel like I'm
clearing security at an airport.
The lunch ladies told me it's to
prevent theft. I see how they
think the system will work;
now the only exit is past four
lunch ladies with touch-screenscanners and eagle eyes. But it
doesn't protect against students
sticking food in their pockets,
eating food right in the servery
or slipping casually out the
door without paying (this really
works!).
This also creates two new
problems. First,there is an extra amount of congestion at the
exit with two fewer cashiers.
The second problem is the loss
of what I call our student privy
rights. Suppose it's been a really long day and your stomach is throbbing for one of
those double-mumbos with
cheese. Maybe you'd consider
indulging when you could buy
food at the back entrance, since
you could whisk your burger
away unnoticed to your dorm
room to scarf it down. But now
you have to wait in one of four
lines to buy it, and if enough
people haven't noticed, you
still have to walk through
Marshall Hall before hundreds

of people who will jeer mercilessly at
your hearty meal.
The Marshall Hall is really a hell of a
lot nicer than what most schools get for
a cafeteria, but, how about those twin
staircases cascading down from the loft
to the main floor? All we need are some
brass cherubs and a little red velvet and
we've got the Titanic's grand staircase
of the 1st Class Lounge. It wouldn't sur prise me a bit if I saw Cinderella prancing down the steps with a lunch tray balanced in her delicate arms.
It took me a week and a half to finally
ease-my way into the new Espresso Cafe
which had once been bike racks and
benches. The interior, if you haven't

been in already, is very ninties—ish. The
brick wall, artful tile floor and giant
skylight give the room a great atmosphere. There's plenty of tables and
chairs including some outdoor seating
as well. The coffee and beverages are
superb, the pastries are excellent and
the staff is especially friendly.
But why did they name it the
Espresso Cafe? General consensus is
that the administration gave it such a
dumb name so students won't make
such a fuss when they change it after
some schmo donates a trillion dollars.
If the SUB had been called the Espresso
Cafe, no one would have complained.
The other problem is that the air con-

HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB,
FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.
ith nearly 80 years of leadership experience
Wi n our Field, TIAA-CREF is eminently

Graphics Editor Needed!

qualified to help you build a comfortable, worryfree retirement.
Our ref'erences are equally impeccabletoday, nearly two million of the best minds in
America trust us with their financial future.
Allow us to review our qualifications.

Must have experience in
cartoornng and computer
graphics Stipend is $60
per month Contact Scott if
interested at x366 1.

Superior strength

With over $200 billion in assets, TIAA-CREF is
the world's largest retirement organization and among the most solid. TIAA is one of only
a handful of companies to have earned top ratings for financial strength, and CREF is one
Wall Street's largest investors,'
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to share?
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Woods at
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info about
writing
articles.

Solid, long-term performance

We seek out long-term opportunities that other
companies, in pursuit of quickgains, often miss.
Though past performance can't guarantee
F'utur results, this patient philosophy has
proven extremely rewarding.
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Surprisingly low expenses
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TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among the
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Easy diversification

We of'f'er a wide variety of expertly managed
investment options to help build your assets,
With stock, bond, money mai'ket, and real
estate accounts—as well as a guaranteed
annuity to choose from—TIAA-CREF makes
diversification easy.
Unrivaled service

We believe that our service distinguishes us
from every other retirement company. In the
latest Dalbar Consumer Satisfaction Survey,
a study of 2,000 financial companies, TIAACREF was voted the leading provider of'
retirement plans.
lf'you work in education, research, or related fields, why not put TIAA-CREF'sexperience to work For you? To find out more, visit
our Web site at www.tiaa-cref.org or call us-at I -800-842-2776.
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lowest in the insurance and mutual fund
industries. Therefore, more of your money
goes where it should —towards ensuring
your future!
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ditioning is always cranked up in there.
I tried studying at one of the tables once
but after ten minutes I had to get outside to wann up. Maybe it's a marketing scheme to sell more hot drinks, or
maybe they don't want people loitering.
If UPS really wants to make the most
of the new additions to the Wheelock
Center, they only need to make a few
more changes. First they need to put
some pictures, paintings, or murals
(preferably the Logger) up on the walls
of the Marshall Hall to add more color.
Adding potted plants, trees and ferns to
the Espresso Cafe and Marshall Hall
would enhance the lucious green ambiance the school is trying to push.
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US explosive stance on mines
BEN HEAVNER

Staff Writer
Despite a 1994 endorsement,
President Clinton rejected a treaty to
join 100 other nations in banning the
use, production, stockpiling and
transfer of anti-personnel land mines
this past week.
Venerable stalwarts of democracy
such as Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Chairman Jesse Helms
applaud Clinton's rejection as "a
courageous act." Meanwhile, 100
other nations, including NATO allies Britain, France, Germany, Italy
and Canada, have placed land mines
in the same category of illegal weapons as poison gas and nerve agents,
according to the TNT ("Clinton rejects treaty banning land mines" 9/
18/97). Clinton argued that U.S.
military personnel, especially personnel based in Korea, would be

placed at much greater risk if land dared illegal because it's too messy
mines were banned. This argument - it's hard to control and it has a tendency to affect civilian populations
is so weak that it is almost trivial.
Of course having land mines re- breathing the air near a battlefield.
duces risk to U.S. troops - land mines The Geneva Convention and the
kill people. The more people the land U.N. (a body the U.S. currently owes
$1.5 billion in
mines kill, the
past dues) have
fewer people are
BTrl;S!14fl;d
established our
left to attack the
modern rules for
troops who are
tlbR
warfare: no killbusily protecting
ing civilians.
our nation's ohBtT93I
The treaty that
so-vital interests
the president rein South Korea. It
seems to me that the same argument jected would have recognized the
could be made for nerve agents - fact that land mines affect civilians
if the U.S. covered all of North Ko- and the environment the same way
rea with nerve gas, there would be a nerve gas does. In countries like
lot fewer people attacking American Vietnam, Cambodia, or Angola, cisoldiers in South Korea. But wait - vilians are being killed or wounded
there's already zero North Korean by mines left over from past deploySoldiers attacking the U.S. troops in ments. In fact, land mines kill or injure about 25,000 people per year,
South Korea.
most of them civilian (TNT).
Anyway, nerve gas has been de-

When a nation uses land mines
during a war, not all the mines are
detonated. Further, retreating armies
don't usually pause to dig up
undetonated mines; so after a battle
is ended, mines placed by advancing and retreating armies remain
buried. It is estimated that there are
currently more than 100 million
mines around the world, most of
them leftovers from old wars. Really, are the mines more likely to
affect troops in battle or civilians
who live near the battlefield long
after the war is over?
Banning land mines would not
remove the 100 million mines currently existing, but would end the
production of more mines. There are
still mines waiting to kill a child
whose ball bounces over some 30year-old Vietnamese battleground.
How can the United States morally
justify the production of more?

Students deserve working computers
working printer, then there should be
endless opportunities to print my
essay for class.
Unfortunately, as I return home
dejected and am later forced to explain to my professors why my paper isn't printed, my faith is beginning to dwindle. Constant technical
breakdowns, coupled with the completely incomprehensible state of the
"new and improved" Eudora systems, have succeeded in painting the
labs in a unappealing shade of inefficiency and ineptitude.
Granted, the problems with
Eudora and any difficulties with
internet "newsgroups" that students
encounter can be attributed to their
innate apathy as much as it can be
to the mind-blowingly complex procedures required. But why don't the
computers work? Literally, at any

JASON JAx&iTIs

Contributing Editor
"If one out of a billion planets
were capable of sustaining intelligent life, and just one out of a billion of those planets actually had intelligent life, then there'd literally be
billions of intelligent species scattered across the Universe" - loosely
rendered from "Contact.'
The above-mentioned quote holds
a special pertinence in my heart because I am able to vary it slightly
and apply to my academic life here
at the University of Puget Sound. I
tell myself every day before I trot
over to the computer labs with my
disk that if just one out of the billions of computers they have works
like a computer, and if just one of
those is located on a floor with a

given time one-third to one-half of
the computers in a lab don't have the
"out of order" sign on the keyboard.
And of the ones that work it's a complete crapshoot as to whether they
will actually function with the disk
you have or accept the Word program you utilized.
The lab helpers are usually pretty
helpful but, for some ungodly reason, students' simple desires to
check their e-mail or print a onepage poem bring forth hideous viruses from the very bowels of
techno-hell and the helpers are
forced to advise you to "wait for
another computer" as the line grows
steadily towards triple-digits.
As more and more teachers make
homework assignments available on
the internet and more and more English journals tread upon internet

domain, the computer labs are going to need to step it up and get some
stuff working or there will be a
breakdown of mammoth proportions
in every academic field.
Something needs to be done. The
lines in the labs are growing longer
and longer and our (parents) precious $25,000 seems to have been
placed in artsy-looking ash-trays and
uncomfortable chairs at the SUB instead of working terminals.
Screw all of the fancy Word stuff,
screw the "new and improved"
Eudora systems, screw any and all
proposed renovations that provide
the students with better computer
systems. For now, give us computers that simply work and printers that
print and we'll be happy with stoneage programs and- rudimentary spell
checkers.
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Let's face it—you want to go where all the real people are
hanging out, to have a brew, dance, unwind—this is your place!

Awesome Thursday Specials Include,
$1.75 Domestic Draft Beers
$2.00 Well Drinks
$2.15 Microbrew Pounders
AND NO COVER!!

POLO LOUNGE
TACOMA, WASHINGTON

10009 59TH AVENUE, TACOMA (253) 58 96950
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• FRIDAYS OCT 3 JAMAICAN HOME DECORATION •
I
I
JUDGING @ 6PM
I
I
I FRIDAYS OCT 3
SONGFEST @ 7:30 PM
FIELDHOUSE
:
FOOTBAL GAME VS.
WHITWORTH @ 1:30 PM
AND
PRESENTATION OF
HOMECOMING COURT

SATURDAY OCT 4

•
I
I

I
I
I

I SATRUDAY OCT 4 JAMAICAN BEACH PARTY
SAND, SLIDES, SURF & REGGAE
7-I1 PM FIELDHOUSE
!
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SATURDAY, SEPT 27 @ 8M IN THE CONCERT HALI.
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RUN FOR ASUPS
SENATE

IN THE FALL ELECTIONS!
Sign-ups begin Thursday Sept. 18
and last until Friday Sept. 26
POSITIONS OPEN
I

I

1
I

I
2 At-Large Senators
1 Resident Hall Senator u
1 Resident House Senator
1 Greek Resident Senator
I
1 Off-Camus Senator
1 Freshman Senator

1L. ----------------------

Stop by the ASUPS Office (WSC 210) or call
x3600 to find out more information and to
pick up a Fall Elections Packet!

ASUPS LECTURES PRESENTS

WADE DAVIS, PH.D

AUTHOR OF THE SERPENT AND THE RAINBOW

SPEAKING ON

"THE AT OF MXMNIC H

OCT 2 @ 8 PM KILWORTH CHAPEL

'

Jfee t the tombat zone
R

ay grew up on the mean streets of Lake Oswego where he learned
the harsh realities of life at a young age. Ray is a six-time Norris
Trophy winner. Some day Ray hopes
to get married and father 2.2 children.
Ray is a junior BLP major.
Name: Ray (Raymond)
Hometown:Lake Oswego, Oregon
SAT:V670M640
High School GPA: 3.42
Distinguishing Feature: Yosemite
Sam tattoo on left buttock
Faculty to Student Ratio: 22:1
Favorite Book: "Peer Gynt"
Deepest Convictions: Veganism,
number of times I've had sex in the
library
Favorite Cult: Branch Davidians

Would do it for two Scooby snacks.
Favorite Theme House: The Japanamation House
# of times scored in the library: 7
Suggestion for KUPS: Donate Adam Gehrke's sperm to science
Favorite SUB Rennovation: That turnstile is so much more convenient
than just walking right in.
Best Clique: J.Crew Pseudo-Hippies (I hear Eugene is nice)

A

fter being ousted from Haiti in 1986,
Jean-Claude returned to the French
Riviera to live with his mother. She couldnt stand the spoiledrich brat either, so she sent him to UPS. Jean-Claude is a senior FLIA and Communications double major.
Name:Jean-Claude
Hometown: Bay Area
SAT: V61OM 720
High School GPA: 3.3
Faculty to Student Ratio: 18:1
Distinguishing Feature: Superfluous third nipple
Favorite Book: "The Hot Pants Niece"
Deepest Convictions: To make the Combat Zone the coolest
ever, People's Front of Judea
Favorite Religious Cult: Branch Davidians
Would do it for four Scooby snacks
Favorite Campus Theme House: The AAJNA House
# of times got lucky in library: 0
Favorite SUB meal: Monte Cristo Sandwich
Suggestion to make KUPS cool: Play more No Doubt and
Sublime
Favorite SUB Rennovation: All those tables and chairs outside. Now I can eat my Monte Cristo sandwich in the rain.
Best Campus Clique: Hui-o-Hawaii

A

fter speiiding thirteen years in a tiger pit in 'Nam, Susan felt stuck in a rut until a
chance meeting with Kathy Lee Gifford. "Kathy Lee really changed my life." says
Susan. "Until I met her my life had no meaning." Susan is a junior Comparative Sociology major.

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The
views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do
not necessarily reflect those of The Trail, ASUPS, or the
University of Puget Sound But they should.

The Puget Sound Trail:Warning! Severe tire damage.
Do NOT back up.

